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fhr 008 max pl/m
special protective suit

 Category 3 personal protective equipment item.
 Designed for fire fighters taking part in fire-fighting and rescue operations. 
 Complies with the most stringent protection standards in accordance with Regulation  

(EU) 2016/425 and the following harmonised standards:
 EN 469:2020 Protective clothing for firefighters
 EN ISO 13688:2013 - Protective clothing — General requirements,

as confirmed by a certificate issued by Notified Body No. 2474 MIRTA-KONTROL d.o.o.
 Certificate of admittance issued by Notified Body No. 1438 CNBOP-PIB2474
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FHR 008 MAX PL/M special protective suit – modern, safe, functional

 Modern, lightweight suit.
 Perfect technical design.
 Ergonomic and functional for maximum convenience.
 Layered structure: 
 outer fabric available in sand (75% meta-aramid, 23% para-aramid, 2% anti-static fibres),
 membrane: two-component ePTFE laminated in non-woven fabric (85% meta-aramid, 15% para-aramid),
 thermal insulation layer: non-woven fabric (85% meta-aramid, 15% para-aramid) quilted to inner liner  

(50% aramid, 50% FR viscose).
 Quick-release zip.
 Ergonomic cut, profiled throughout all the layers.
 Cuffs with elastic tighteners and a thumb hole.
 Bottom edges of cuffs and trouser legs reinforced with a 100% Kevlar® bias tape.
 Additional 100% Kevlar® reinforced elbow and knee sections and pressure relieving inserts for extra protection.
 Adjustable leg and sleeve cuff lengths.
 Internal padding on back and shoulders to lessen breathing apparatus carry system pressure.
 A carabiner and a loop inside every jacket pocket for attaching accessories.
 Multifunctional pockets and clamps for attaching motion sensors, torches, gloves, radios.
 100% Kevlar® pocket flap handles for easy access in gloved hands. 
 Perforated reflective and fluorescent strips. 
 Velcro pads for insignia and signs.
 Optional DRD system. 
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1.  Quick-release one way zip.

2. Useful zipped pockets.

3. Attachments for gloves, torches, radios, etc.

4. Inside zipped pocket.

5. Flexible cuffs with a thumb hole.

6. Cargo type outer pockets.

7. Ergonomic and reinforced knee articulation zones. 
Same cut for elbow articulation zones.

8. Adjustable sleeve cuff lengths.

9. Reinforced cuffs, legs and elbow zones.

10. Velcro pads for insignia and signs.

All seams made using aramid fibres.
Quality reflective strips.
Optional DRD system.
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